
PPP PFI

PFI and PPP both have very similar characteristics, the key difference being the way in which the relevant project is
funded. PFI involves an infrastructure project .

It is sensible to consider ranges around these estimates, to avoid spurious precision. The NPCs should reflect
financial costs and benefits over the whole life of the project. It isn't unusual, though, for firms to have
contracts that are less than 20 or even more than 40 years. Previously, when using the old HMT model, there
was a tax adjustment to conventional procurement options. Outline business case OBC 5. SPVs often charge
fees for this go-between 'service'. Two categories of options are typical: standard bids: Every short-listed
proposal should include a standard bid for appraisal alongside the other standard bids variant bids: In addition
to a standard bid, firms may submit variant bids reflecting the scope which PPP allows for innovative
solutions and the incorporation of commercial elements. Whether considering projects individually or in
bundles or programmes, the potential negative impact upon future resource budgets through displacement of
other projects and the consequent loss of benefits to Northern Ireland should be assessed and given due
consideration. It immediately proved controversial, and was attacked by the Labour Party while in opposition.
Once the contract is operational, the SPV may be used as a conduit for contract amendment discussions
between the customer and the facility operator. PFIs eliminate the burden of coming up with the capital for
these projects from the government and taxpayers. The consortium is paid for the work over the course of the
contract on a "no service no fee" performance basis. Private sector firms may not comply with relevant safety
or quality standards when managing a project. The global financial crisis which began in presented PFI with
difficulties because many sources of private capital had dried up. That guidance is now out-dated and from a
NI perspective it serves only to inflate unduly the financial cost of conventional procurement. Compare
Investment Accounts. Instead of funding these projects up front from taxpayers, private firms are hired to
finance, manage, and complete the projects. Such allowances may be expected to be relatively modest given
the anticipated maturity of the cost estimates. There are then a range of 'hybrid' projects and structures which
sit on a spectrum between a simple PPP and a pure PFI project. In cases where a PPP arrangement is
considered to offer the prospect of VFM, the requirement to develop a shadow bid model and continue
assessing a viable conventional procurement option at ABC and FBC stages remains in force. The relevant
costs and benefits should include all the expected financial impacts on the procuring authority, including, for
example, financial expenditures, financial opportunity costs and financial residual values. Labour's PFI model
is flawed and must be replaced. The consortium provides certain services during the period of the contract,
which was previously provided by the public sector. Related articles. Once construction is complete, the risk
profile of a project can be lower, so cheaper debt can be obtained. Private sector firms may also be contracted
to construct water and wastewater facilities, prisons, public schools, arenas, and sports facilities. Firms make
their money back through long-term repayments plus interest from the government. In addition, the monthly
payments made by authorities to contractors is often linked to the Retail Prices Index , meaning those costs are
increasing year-on-year. We need a more honest and flexible approach to building the hospitals and schools
the country needs. If they aren't able to find the money, governments may also borrow from the bond market,
and then hire and pay contractors to complete the job. This may be the case where relevant skills and
experience for example in financial modelling and risk assessment are scarce in some areas of the public
sector. In most termination cases the public sector is required to repay the debt and take ownership of the
project. Criticism of PFIs in the United Kingdom In the United Kingdom in the s, a scandal surrounding PFIs
revealed the government was spending significantly more on these projects than they were worth in order to
the benefit of the private firms running them and to the taxpayers' detriment. However, other relevant factors
such as qualitative considerations and affordability including impact on capital and resource budgets should
also be assessed and weighed into the decision. Senior debt is generally slightly more expensive than bonds,
which the banks would argue is due to their more accurate understanding of the credit-worthiness of PFI deals
â€” they may consider that monoline providers underestimate the risk, especially during the construction
stage, and hence can offer a better price than the banks are willing to. The public authority will design an
"output specification" which is a document setting out what the consortium is expected to achieve. Projects
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must offer VFM individually. Likewise, financial residual values of assets owned by Government at the end of
the appraisal period should generally be included as benefits, whether or not the assets are to be disposed of or
put to another use. Private finance is only a viable option when it is clearly the best VFM procurement route
and its potential negative impact on future resource spending plans has been assessed and is considered worth
bearing. It encourages the use of PPPs for the procurement of public services where it is appropriate to do so.
Key points for updating a CPO and comparing it with the PPP alternatives should include: prior to
commencement of procurement, within the outline business case OBC prior to appointment of a preferred
bidder, within an appointment business case ABC prior to financial closure, within the full business case FBC
Appraising options at FBC stage 5.


